
Excersises

Odin Academy provides a broad range of
proven instruction, training, and testing to all
levels of the corporate structure. With
decades of first-hand federal law
enforcement and critical incident response
experience, our experts offer superior
professional training based around useful
and comprehensive information.
 
The Odin Academy’s principles are founded
on encouraging active learning through
interactive teaching methods and efficiency
in achieving successful outcomes. 
 

 
Experience of instructors:

 we offer experienced-
based instruction by former

federal agents who spent
their careers in crisis

management & response
 

  Quality of teaching: 
 in addition to having

practical experience, our
instructors also have

extensive training resumes
 

Comprehensive
curriculum: Odin Academy

offers a broad menu of
educational opportunities

to include classroom
instruction, exercises, and

field training

Benefits

Our training is specifically tailored to each
client based on the type of industry,
personnel, and critical infrastructures which
may be exposed to threats through their
systems, employee travel, or perceived
social/environmental injustice.

“Readiness Doesn’t 
Just Happen”

Odin Academy

info@odinenterprises.net
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About Us

Our training team is comprised of former law enforcement, military trainers,
intelligence officers, FBI, and corporate security experts enabling us to offer an
extensive, experienced-based catalog of consultation, classroom instruction,
field training, and exercises. Additionally, we collaborate contractually with an
expansive team of former colleagues to offer subject matter expertise across a
broad curriculum of classroom and field training opportunities. 
 
The Odin Academy catalog includes, but is not limited to:

Odin Enterprises is an experienced-based, customer-driven security
consulting and special services firm dedicated to providing accurate and
quality security products, training, and actionable information to our clients. 
With over 100 years of intelligence and federal law enforcement experience,
we have the unique ability to offer what very few can – experienced-based
truth about how best to prevent, protect against, and prepare to respond to a
critical incident.

Tabletop Exercises (TTX)

Crisis Management Training and TTX

 Critical Incident Response Training

Security Guard Force Training

Simulated Firearms Training System

Active Shooter Emergency Protocol Training

Active Shooter / Intruder Response Training

International Training

 Mail Handlers Training

Basic Security Awareness Training 

 Secret Agent Training

Internet Threats and Mitigation Training

Counterintelligence Awareness Training

Elicitation Training

 

 


